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Across

1 Storm about before 
getting rid of jolly 
noisy player (6)

4 Men Only for horny 
beast (4)

7 They're in the house 
without a bit of mail to 
be sent back (3)

10 Very straight item 
with gold trimming, 
and so long (5)

11 Presenter in East 
covered in tar (7)

12 Right back holds 
centre to beat Rush (4)

13 Get ready - no wait 
in waiting room (5)

14 To put into French, 
what in Italian is pain? 
(4)

17 They slide kisser 
into bits (6)

18 Swashbuckler's 
parting gesture must 
leave pirates' base 
paying the price (7)

22 Crazy man left 
shortly, as I vet 
visitors (7)

23 Journalist, a 
nobody after power, 
loves starting the 
election report (6)

26 Article required 
before Mass can be 
faced by us (4)

28 Spill - so becoming 
ill? (5)

29 Connects to 
Athenian houses (4)

32 Nancy Mitford title, 
bound with 
illlustrations, sounds 
expertly researched (7)

33 Comic writer in the 
Spanish style (5)

34 Could be humble 
epigone (3)

35 Roll edam, after 
last rolling bouncing 
balls successfully back 
in '77? (4)

36 Fashionable music? 
Baloney (3,3)

Down

1 Tisane is stirred to 
remove germs (8)

2 Bovary country -
maiden leaving 
evidence of 
corruption? (9)

3 Perhaps make more 
digestible diet puree 
(4)

5 Fielding principal 
balls, but having no 

company after test's 
over (3,5)

6 Go round grid -
letters inserted wrong 
(4)

7 Worker in charge is 
too far up? (5)

8 Corrie actress 
doesn't have quiet time 
(6)

9 7d condition, 
defending right to be 
pelted (5)

15 Middle America -
wild activities for 
outlaws to do (5)

16 Happy to sound 
cold-blooded being 
also thick-skinned (5)

19 Action at a dance? 
Nothing doing (9)

20 Dose with pill? 
Wrong kind of 
question (3-5)

21 "Accursed reaper is 
besieging church!" - as 
he might say (8)

24 Put in effort for 
small rise (4,2)

25 Viewer, out of 
sight, hangs on to spot 
contents being upended 
and smashing (5)

27 North pole slips 
round and changes to 
east? Get away! (5)

30 German model 
that's being taken in 
for inspection (4)

31 Bismarck attacked 
from both sides (4)


